Abstract: For discrete distributions in R d on a finite support D probabilities and moments are algebraically related. Intuitively, if there are n = |D| support points then there are n probabilities p(x), x ∈ D and n basic moments. By suitable interpolation of the probabilities using a Gröbner method, high order moments can be express linearly in terms of n basic moments, relative to the Gröbner basis. A main result is that high order cumulates can also be expressed as polynomial functions of n low order moments and cumulates. This means that statistical models which can be expressed via an algebraically variety for the basic probabilities and moments, such as graphical models, therefore induce a variety for the basic cumulants, which we shall call the cumulant variety. In is important to stress that the cumulant variety depends on the monomial ordering defining the original Gröbner basis.
INTRODUCTION
In the papers (Pistone and Wynn, 1996) , (Pistone et al., 2001b) and the monograph (Pistone et al., 2001a ) the basic idea is that, via interpolation based on Gröbner bases, algebraic formulations can be introduced to the area of experimental design and distributions with finite, discrete support. This work can now be considered as a contribution to the wider discussion under a heading of algebraic statistics which was launched by (Diaconis and Sturmfels, 1998) and was the subject of the GROSTAT series of workshops and the 2003. There important recent papers see eg (Geiger et al., 2004) . Some material appears in (Sturmfels, 2002) , and other recent work is collected in the current volume. In this paper the section on finitely generated cumulants draws on (Pistone and Wynn, 1999) and basic material on cumulants in statistics can be found in (McCullagh, 1988) and (Barndorf-Nielsen and Cox, 1989).
Notation. In all that follows we use the notation u ≤ v for vectors u, v in R d to denote u i ≤ v i , i = 1, . . . , d. The notation u < v means u ≤ v and, at for least one j, (j = 1, . . . , d), u j < v j .
Throughout we shall use the integer multi-index notation: α = (α 1 , . . . , α n ) and for a point x = (x 1 , . . . , x d ) the corresponding monomial is written
The degree of this monomial is written |α| = d i=1 α i . Note that when α is a suffix we drop the commas, eg µ (2,1) is written µ 21 .
Interpolation
The foundation for this paper is the interpolation method based on Gröbner bases. We summarize this now.
can be expressed as the solution of a set of equations and can be thought of as a zero dimensional variety.
The set of all polynomials with zeros on a D is the ideal, I(D).
(2) A monomial term ordering τ is a total ordering of monomials ≺ τ such that for all γ ≥ 0
We shall use the term monomial ordering for short. (3) Every polynomial has a unique leading term with respect to a monomial term ordering. (4) There is a Gröboner basis for I(D) for a given monomial ordering.
forms is a vector space spanned by a special set monomials: x α , α ∈ L D,τ . These are all the monomials not divisible by the leading terms of the G-basis and |L| = |D|. (6) The set of multi-indices L has the "order ideal" property: α ∈ L implies β ∈ L for any 0 ≤ β ≤ α. (7) Any function y(x) on D has a polynomial interpolator, which is unique given τ :
Whenever we use the letter L we shall be assuming a set D and monomial term ordering τ .
Distributions, moments and cumulants
Consider a probability distribution with support D: {p(x)}, x ∈ D Technically, this should be defined relative to a base measure, but we simply take uniform for the base measure throughout. We note immediately that, by 1.1 (7), p(x) can be interpolated over D relative to a particular monomial ordering:
be vector of probabilities and parameters, with entries in a suitable order and
is the "design matrix", familiar to statisticians. Then we can write
Since the interpolation method guarantees a nonsingular basis Z is invertible and
It the statistical terminology we have a saturated linear model for p(x).
Let X = (X 1 , . . . , X d ) be the multivariate random variable with distribution p(x). For integer exponent α = (α 1 , . . . , α d ) ≥ 0 we define the random monomial
) and the corresponding moment
where E X denotes expectation with respect to X. Using the Z-matrix and letting [µ] be the vector of moments we have
Definition 1. For a random variable X in R d . The moment generating function is defined by
Cumulants use the same multi-index as moments: κ α . The simplest way to define them is via the moment generating function.
Definition 2. For a random variable X in the cumulant generating function is
Note that µ 0...0 = 1, κ 0...0 = 0 and the first order cumulants are equal to the (marginal) expectations (means): µ 100... = κ 100... , etc.
The uses of cumulants in statistics
There are some advantages is using cumulants which arise from the following points.
(1) For n independent random variables X = (X 1 , . . . , X n ) the joint cumulant generating function is the sum of the marginal cumulant generating function:
(2) For n independent random variables the joint cumulant generating function of the sum S n = n i=1 X i is the sum of the marginal cumulant generating functions: (1) we have that independence of X 1 , . . . , X N is equivalent to all mixed cumulants κ α , with at least tow non zero α i , being zero.
There is not the space to described all the applications of cumulants to statistical analysis statistical analysis. Here is short discussion.
Based on (2) above one can easily obtain the cumulants of statistic which are sums of independent components X 1 , . . . , X n (a sample), and scaled or shifted versions thereof. For example if
This can be extended to give cumulants, and cumulant expansions, of more complicated sample quantities, so-called sample cumulants or kstatistics. The theory is particularly attractive when these are symmetric functions of X 1 , . . . , X n .
Inversion of the moment generating function, expressed in cumulants, give Edgeworth approximations to distributions. The Edgeworth expansions use the generalised Hermite polynomials with respect to the relevant distribution, that is a set of polynomials increasing degree which are orthogonal with respect to the distribution. The coefficients of these polynomials can be written as polynomials in cumulants. For a standard normal density we obtain the classical Hermite polynomials. These methods, which can be generally referred to as asymptotic methods, can be used to give approximations to the distribution of maximum likelihood and many other estimators for statistical models. See (McCullagh, 1988) for an introduction to Edgeworth Expansion. Cumulants are also used in special approximations such as saddle point approximations, see (Jensen, 1995) .
MOMENT AND CUMULANT ALIASING
A main aim of this of this paper is to show that given a discrete distribution with finite support D and a monomial term ordering τ any moment or cumulant, µ β , κ β can be expressed in terms of the moments or cumulates µ α , κ α , α ∈ L.
We begin with a general result which is true for any distribution on R d .
Lemma 3. Any µ β , β ≥ 0 can be expressed as a polynomial function of {κ α : 0 ≤ α ≤ β} and vice-versa: any κ β , β ≥ 0 can be expressed as polynomial function of {µ α : 0 ≤ α ≤ β}.
Proof. For an index β = {β 1 , . . . , β n } define the mixed partial derivative:
we have
By studying this differential it is clear that for any α > β, κ α is eliminated from when s = 0. Thus only κ α with α ≤ β remain. We can apply the same argument to
, which completes the proof.
Moment aliasing was a term used in (Pistone et al., 2001a) to show how, for a discrete random variable X on support D, high order moments are expressible in terms of low order moments. Let
Now interpolate H(x) on D, using (7) above:
Replace x by the random variable X and take expectations to obtain:
Note that these coefficients, coming as they do from the initial interpolation, only depend on the support and choice of monomial ordering. We summarize this as follows. A main result of this paper is the following.
Lemma 5. (Cumulant aliasing). For a discrete distribution and monomial order τ every cumulant κ β , β ≥ 0 is expressible as a polynomial function of the cumulants κ α , α ∈ L, whose form is only dependent on the support and monomial ordering.
Proof. Use Lemma 3 to express κ β as polynomial in moments µ β ≤ α. Then use the moment aliasing in Lemma 4 to express any such µ β in terms of the µ γ , γ ∈ L. Then use Lemma 3 again to express any such µ γ in terms of κ δ , δ ≤ γ. But, crucially, the order ideal property of L ((6), above) means that all such δ remain in L. This completes the proof. 
"Binary" cumulants
There is an algebraic 1-1 correspondence between certain products of moments and cumulants, sometimes called the ext-log relationship. when α is binary. (Barndorf-Nielsen and Cox, 1989) may be referred to for Lemmas 7 and 8 below. The binary case is useful because when D ⊂ {0, 1}
d it is automatic that every α ∈ L is binary so that by Lemmas 4 and 5 all moments and cumulants can express in terms of binary moment and cumulants. A further reason that binary cumulants are important is that κ 11 is the covariance of X 1 and X 2 and binary cumulants are generalizations of covariances.
Definition: a block partition is a separation of the index set {1, . . . , d} into disjoint blocks. Such partitions form a lattice. For example, for n = 3 we have 1|2|3, 12|3, 1|23, 13|2, 123
These partitions together with the refinement partial order ≺ define a lattice: eg 12|3|45 ≺ 12|345.
For any such partition we can code up the blocks: eg b = 123|45|6 can be coded alternatively as {111000, 000110, 000001} Each such binary code has a corresponding moment and cumulant. For example 111000 has µ 111000 , κ 111000 in the notation of this paper.
We next introduce the product of such cumulants over all terms in a block. With somewhat loose notation this is written α∈b . For b above: α∈b κ α = κ 11100 κ 000110 κ 000001 Lemma 7. : For a random variable X and binary α.
Next is a formula of similar type expressing cumulants in terms of moments. The proof uses Möbius inversion and is omitted.
Lemma 8. : For a random variable X and binary α.
where |b| is the number of blocks in the block partition b.
Lemma 8 gives for example:
−µ 001 µ 110 + 2µ 100 µ 010 µ 001
We can move from the elementary moments and cumulants to those based on a multi-index by "copying". For example κ 23 is obtained by taking random variables X 1 , X 1 , X 2 , X 2 , X 2 and the elementary cumulant κ 11111 and then equating X 1 = X 1 and X 2 = X 2 = X 2 .
This provides an alternative proof of Lemma 3, as follows. Suppose we wish to express µ α in terms of κ β with β ≤ α. Split every index α i into α i copies of unity. For each i, associate random variables X ij j = 1, . . . , α i . Then take the binary moments for the |a| = α i random variables X ij . Use Lemma 7 to express the binary moments in terms of the binary cumulants. Copy by setting all the X ij equal to X i for i = 1, . . . , d. But every cumulant κ β thus obtained has β ≤ α. A similar argument applies for expressing moments in terms of cumulants using the copying method with Lemma 8.
As an example, suppose d = 2 and we want to express κ 21 in terms of moments we take (1) and let X 2 = X 1 . Then κ 21 = µ 21 − 2µ 10 µ 11 − µ 01 µ 20 + 2µ 2 10 µ 01 This is easily confirmed using Lemma 3.
Finitely generated cumulants
In (Pistone and Wynn, 1999 ) the authors introduced the concept of finitely generated cumulants (FGC). It concerns the relation between the first and second derivatives of the cumulant generating function K(s). Thus with respect s = (s 1 , . . . , s d ) we have d first derivatives and
second (order two) derivatives of K(s). We call these collections respectively K and K . Then the FGC property states that there is a multivariate polynomial function F such that:
Familiar in statistics is the notion of a variance function which states that for suitable set-up: K is an explicit function of K . There is considerable interest in characterising families of distributions in which this function is polynomial. See particularly the papers of G. Letac and co-workers, eg (Letac and Mora, 1990) . The FGC property can be considered as a generalisation of this to include implicit as well as explicit polynomial relationships.
If we impose the condition that every x ∈ D is a non-negative integer vector then any distribution on D has the FGC property. In fact D rational is enough but slightly harder to work with. The proof of is as follows. Substitute t i = exp(s i ) so that exp(
With this substitution K and K become rational forms in the t i . The polynomial F is then found by eliminating the t i using standard elimination theory.
Our purpose here is to combine this with the cumulant aliasing of Lemma 4. Note that the function F typically depends on the raw probabilities p(x) in contrast to the aliasing formulae, which do not. However, since the p(x) can be express in terms of the cumulants we can express F in terms of K , K and the cumulants κ α , α ∈ L.
We collect this as a lemma (we put in the rational D condition for completeness and omit the proof).
Lemma 9. For rational D there is a (possibly multivariate) polynomial F (K , K ) of the cumulants κ α , α ∈ L and the first and second order derivatives K and K such that F = 0 (identically in s).
The equation F = 0 can be used to obtain all higher order derivatives of K in terms of κ α , α ∈ L simply by repeated differentiation and setting s = 0. It is this idea which led to the concept of finite generation.
Example 10. (Finitely generated cunmulants). Let d = 1 so that K and K are univariate.
Consider a distribution with probabilities p 0 , p 1 , p 2 on {0, 1, 2} respectively. Then
Substituting t = exp(s) we see that
Elimination of t gives a single equation
In general repeated differentiation of F = 0 and setting s = 0 gives higher order cumulants in terms of the cumulants κ α , α ∈ L recapturing the formula whose given by Lemma 5
MODELS AND CUMULANT VARIETIES
The second main theme of this paper is that statistical models which are expressed by algebraic conditions, that is varieties, on probabilities or moments induce equivalent conditions on the cumulants. Sometimes these conditions are easy to write down in terms of cumulants, in other cases they can be obtained from conditions on probabilities or moments by elimination, using computaional algebra. Definition 11. A cumulant variety is a set of algebraic conditions on the cumulants κ α of a discrete distribution {p(x)}, x ∈ D}.
Example 12. (Independence). As mentioned above independence is equivalent to all mixed cumulants being zero. Suppose that we have X 1 , . . . , X d defined on finite product space D = D 1 × . . . × D d , where |D j | = n j , j = 1, . . . , d. Then with respect to any monomial ordering L = {α : 0 ≤ α ≤ (n i − 1, . . . , n d − 1)} and we can map all cumulants into κ α , α ∈ L. Using this we see that in this case independence is equivalent to all mixed cumulants κ α , α ∈ L being zero.
For example if d = 2 and D = {0, 1, 2}
2 . Then independence is equivalent to κ 11 = κ 21 = κ 12 = κ 22 = 0.
Example 13. (Independent marginals). There is interest in statistical models express expressed in terms of independent conditions on marginals. For example let D = {0, 1} 4 then the condition that all 2 × 2 marginals, that is all 6 pairs {X i , X j } i<j to be independent is κ 1100 = κ 1010 = κ 1001 = κ 0110 = κ 0101 = κ 0011 = 0 Example 14. (Conditional independence). Conditional independence is the key condition in Bayesian graphical models, and more complex categorical models, see (Lauritzen, 1996) .
